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The National Student Democratic Committee has come together from the nation’s most prestigious colleges and universities to proclaim, “We are taking back America.” After years of empty rhetoric from the Republican Party, damaging policies have weakened America, according to college Democrats. Democrats started off by electing a strong leadership team yesterday to lead them for the next three days to be “Stronger at Home, Respected Abroad,” reflecting the message of their presidential candidate John Kerry.

Tim Lim of Cornell University was elected Chairman of the Democratic delegation. Lim states, “I am confident that the Democratic Party will be representing the interests, not of the privileged few, but of all Americans. The Democratic Party is the Party of the People.”

The Democrats also selected Skylar Zwick, a senior double-majoring in Communications and Psychology at the University of Miami to be the Party Secretary. “The Democratic Delegation is fired up for tomorrow’s debate. This is a great chance to represent the voice of young students.”

Marquis Harrison, a sophomore from the University of Rochester, was elected Press Secretary.

Having chosen such competent leaders to guide the delegation, the Democrats continued to select their Convention debaters that will address four different topics: the economy, domestic policy, social issues, and national security.

Latoya Edwards, a junior at the University of Florida, will represent the Democrats on domestic issues.

Sarah David, a sophomore at John Hopkins University, will debate on National security.

Adam Hosmer-Henner, a senior at Duke University, will represent the party on the economy.

Max Miller, a senior at the University of Florida, will represent Democrats during the social issues debate.

Student Democrats are excited about the development of their platforms. Alice Germond, Secretary of the Democratic National Committee, is assisting them.
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